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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ZG be the integral group ring of a group G and d(G) be its augmen- 
tation ideal. The augmentation ideal d(G) is said to be residually nilpotent 
if n,:=, d”(G) = 0. We set d’“(G) = fi,“=, d”(G). With G = F/R, where F is 
a (noncyclic) free group and R a normal subgroup of F, the property 
A”‘(F/R) =0 is equivalent to the statement nE=, (f” + r)= r, where 
f=d(F) and r=ZFA(R). For qE{O, 11, set ry=r if q=l and rY=f if 
q = 0. Let (q, ,..., q,l) # (0 ,..., 0) be an n-tuple with qi E (0, 1 }. In Gupta- 
Gupta [ 1, Theorem 3.11 it is proved that fizz, (f” + r) = r if and only if 
n,;=, (f”‘+ t-41... rYn)= rql... rqn. A notational mishap in [l] resulted in 
the unfounded conclusion in the second half of Theorem 3.1, namely, 
A’“(F/R)=O if and only if A’“(F/M(q ,,..., qn))=O, where M(q, ,..., q ,)= 
Fn(l +rY’,.. rYn). This was pointed out to Narain Gupta by Ilya Yunis, a 
student at Moscow University. In this paper we go some way towards 
reviving this statement and the corresponding statements in Corollary 3.2 
of [ 1 ] (Corollary 3.3 remains valid as it stands). 
The groups satisfying d”‘(G) =0 are characterized by Lichtman [4]. 
Lichtman used his criterion to further prove that A’“(F/R) = 0 if and only if 
A’“(F/R’) = 0, where R’ denotes the derived group of R. If V(R) is a fully 
invariant subgroup of R with R/V(R) torsion-free nilpotent, then Hartley 
[3] extended Lichtman’s result to: A”(F/R) =0 if and only if 
A’“J(F/V(R))=O. In this paper we prove that if A”(F/R)=O, then 
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d”(F/M(q,,..., qn))=O. For the reverse direction we clearly need to con- 
sider only the case when M(q, ,..., q,z) is minimally expressed in the sense 
that M(q, ,..., q ,) is a proper subgroup of both M(q ,,..., qn.. ,) and 
M(q,,..., 4,). In this case we prove that if F/R is periodic or torsion free, 
then the residual nilpotence of F/M(q, ,..., q,,) implies that A”(F/R) =O, 
provided (q, , q,,) # (0,O). Since R/M(ql ,..., qn) is always a torsion-free 
nilpotent group and the subgroups M(q, ,..., qn) are rarely fully invariant in 
R, our results may be viewed as an extension of Lichtman’s result in a 
direction different from that of Hartley’s. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We recall from Gupta-Gupta [l] a faithful matrix representation of 
F/M(q, ,..., q,,). Let F be a noncyclic free group on a set X= {x,, x2 ,... } and 
R a normal subgroup of F. Let 52,, = Z(F/R x ... x F/R) [I$); x E X, 
1 < i < j< n], n 3 2, be the polynomial ring in the commuting indeter- 
minates II!;’ over the integral group ring of the direct product of n copies of 
F/R. For each n > 2, let T(s2,) be the ring of all n x it upper triangular 
matrices over Q2,. For each n-tuple (ql,..., q ,), n 2 2, we denote by 
G(q, ,..., qn) the multiplicative subgroup of the unit group of T(s2,) 
generated by all matrices q[;,),,,,,, x E X, given by 
. . 
where 9,(w) = (..., 1 w, l,...) E F/R x ... x F/R, w = wR is in the ith place, 
c--- ,I -
w”=l, w’=w for all WGF. Then we have 
THEOREM 2.1 (Gupta-Gupta Cl]). For any n-tuple (qI,..., qn), q! E 
(0, 1 }, n 3 2, G(q, ,..., qn) = F/M(q, ,..., 4. 
Let w be a class of groups. A group G is said to be discriminated by 4K if 
for any finite set of distinct elements g, , g,,..., g of G, there exists a group 
H in 59 and a homomorphism x: G -+ H such that x(gi),..., x(g,,) are dis- 
tinct elements in H. The following result, due to Lichtman, characterizes 
residual nilpotence of d(G). 
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THEOREM 2.2 (Lichtman [4]). For a group G, d”(G) = 0 if and only if 
either (a) G is residually torsion-free nilpotent or (b) G is discriminated by 
the class of nilpotent groups of finite prime power exponents. 
3. RESIDUAL NILPOTENCE OF CERTAIN TRIANGULAR MATRIX GROUPS 
Let G be a group and Q(G) = ZG[A] be the polynomial ring over ZG in 
a set A of commuting indeterminates. For each n 2 2, let 
be the group of all n x n upper triangular matrices over Q(G) with diagonal 
entries in G. Our main result in this section is the following, 
THEOREM 3.1. Zfd”‘(G)=O, then d”(M,(G))=O. 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 3.1 we first observe that every 
group homomorphism 4: G + H can be linearly extended to a 
homomorphism q5*: B(G) + Q(H) which, in turn, can be extended 
naturally to the homomorphism $: M,(G) --+ M,(H) via (uii) + (#*(Us)). 
We now prove the following, 
LEMMA 3.2. If G is discriminated by a class %? of groups, then for all 
n 3 2, M,,(G) is discriminated by the class {M,(H) 1 HE Vs> of triangular 
matrix groups. 
Proof Let u,, u2 ,..., u , m 3 1, be distinct elements of M,(G). The 
entries of ui being polynomials over EC, let Si, 1s id m, be the union of 
the supports of elements of ZG which occur as coefficients in the entries of 
the matrices ui and set S = UT! r Si. Then S is a finite subset of G. Let g,, 
g*,..., g be the distinct elements of S. Since G is discriminated by the class 
+Z, there exists a group HE $9 and a homomorphism 4: G + H such that 
q5(g,),..., q5(g,) are distinct elements of H. Since {d(gr),..., q5(g,)) is the sup- 
port of {Q(u,),,.., +(u,)}, it follows easily that Q(u,),..., @(urn) are distinct 
elements of M,,(H). 
For our next result we borrow some ideas from Gupta-Passi [2]. Let 
KG be the group ring of G over a commutative ring with identity and let 
d,(G) be its augmentation ideal. Let A,,,(KG[A]) be the ring of all n x n 
upper triangular matrices over the polynomial ring KG[/I] and let 
M,JG) be the multiplicative group of invertible elements of A$,(KG[A]) 
with diagonal entries in G. Then the inclusion map 
i: M,.,dG) --* -4dZW~l)7 u -b u, 
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extends linearly to a ring homomorphism 
i*: KM,,,(G) -+ J&JKG[A]). 
Here KM,,(G) is the group ring of M,JG) over K. For m 2 1, matrix 
multiplication yields 
i*(A “,+*(~,,~(~)))6~,~(~mK(~)C~l). 
Observe that M,(G) = M,,,(G). The ring homomorphism Z -+ K, 
m+ml,, where 1 K is the identity of K, gives a group homomorphism 
M,(G) + M,,,(G) and hence induces a ring homomorphism 
KM,(G) --f KM,,,(G). 
Composing i* with this homomorphism, we obtain 
LEMMA 3.3. Let K he a ring with 1. Then there is a homomorphism 
i**: KM,(G) + &,,,(KG[A]) 
such that 
i**(A;(M,(G))) <Jf&A’;;(G)[n]). 
We now prove 
LEMMA 3.4. (a) If G is a residually torsion-free nilpotent group, then so 
is M,(G). 
(b) If G is a residually nilpotent p-group of bounded exponent, then so 
is M,(G). 
Proof. For the proof of (a), let G be a residually torsion-free nilpotent 
group. Then A”,(G)=0 (see [S, p. 903). If ZE A;(M,(G)), then i**(z) is a 
matrix whose entries are polynomials with coefficients in A;(G). Thus with 
K=Q, it follows that i**(A$(M,(G)))=O. Now, if UE~),“=, ,/mj 
and Z is the identity matrix, then u - Z being in A$M,(G)) (see [S, p. 371) 
i**(u - I) = 0 by Lemma 3.3. This yields that u = Z proving that M,(G) is 
residually torsion-free nilpotent. 
For the proof of (b), let G be a residually nilpotent p-group of bounded 
exponent. Then A&(G) = 0 for all s 2 1 (see [S, p. 841). Thus, with K = Z,, 
it follows that i**(A’$JM,(G))) =0 by Lemma 3.3. Now if 
uEni,jM;‘(G)yj(M,(G)), then u-ZEA$ (M,(G)) for all ~21 (see [S, 
p. 961). Thus i**(u-Z)Ei**(A$(M,(G))f=O and we get u=Z (mod p”). 
Since this holds for all s 2 1, we get u = Z, as was required. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let d”(G) = 0. Then, by Theorem 2.2, either (a) 
G is residually torsion-free nilpotent or (b) G is discriminated by the class 
of nilpotent groups of bounded prime power exponents. We consider the 
two cases separately. 
Case I. Let G be residually torsion-free nilpotent. By Lemma 3.4, 
M,(G) is residually torsion-free nilpotent and, by Theorem 2.2, 
A”( M,,( G)) = 0. 
Case II. Let G be discriminated by the class % of nilpotent groups of 
bounded prime power exponents. Let uI ,..., uk be distinct elements of 
M,,(G). Then, by Lemma 3.2, there exists HE %? and a homomorphism $: 
M,,(G) + M,,(H) such that +(u,),..., 4(uk) are distinct elements of M,,(H). 
By Lemma 3.4, there exists a nilpotent p-group L of bounded exponent and 
a homomorphism II/: M,(H) -+ L such that Il/($(ui)), $($(u~)),..., $(+(uk)) 
are distinct elements of L. It follows that M,(G) is also discriminated by 
the class Q? and hence d”(M,(G)) = 0. 
As a corollary to Theorem 3.1 we deduce the main result: 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf A”(F/R) =O, then A”(F/M(q,,..., q,,))=O for any 
n-tuple (4, ,..., qn) # (O,..., 0). 
Proof. Let d”(F/R) = 0. Using Theorem 2.2, it follows that 
A”( FJR x . ’ ’ x F/R) = 0. Since, by Theorem 2.1, F/M(q, ,..., q ,) is em- 
--- 
bedded in M,(G), where G = FIR x . .. x F/R, the result follows from 
Theorem 3.1. -n- 
4. RESIDUAL NILPOTENCE OF A(F/R) 
In this section we investigate he residual nilpotence of A(F/R) assuming 
that F/M(q, ,..., qn), n > 2, is residually nilpotent. 
THEOREM 4.1. If FIR is periodic and F/M(q, ,..., q ,) is residually 
nilpotent, n 2 2, then A”(F/R) = 0 provided (ql, q,,) # (0,O). 
Proof: We assume qn = 1. Let 
mq,, q2,-9 qn) =M(4,, q2YY qn) f-l M(q,,..., qn-13 &I), 
where gi denotes q, omitted. Consider the abelian quotient group a/M, 
where M = A&q I,..., qn), M= Mq,,..., qn). Define FIR-action on fi/M as 
follows: 
rM. fR= f-‘rfM 
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for r E M, f E F. Then M/M is a right F/R-module. (Note that the above 
action would be trivial if both q1 and qn were equal to 0.) Since yn _ ,(R) d 
F n (1 + r” - ’ ) < I@, we have an F/R-embedding 
Y,-,(R) WMG &iM. 
Also, since qn=l, M<Fn(l+f”-‘r)=F(n-l,R), the (n-1)th Fox 
subgroup of F relative to R. It follows that 
Ann(M/M) d Ann(y,- ,(R) F(n - 1, R)/F(n - 1, R)). 
In Gupta-Passi [2, Proof of Theorem 3.11 it is shown that 
Ann(y,- ,(R) F(n - 1, R)/F(n - 1, R)) = 0 provided F/R is finite. One 
observes from their proof that the same argument is valid if, for every free 
generator x of F, xm E R for some m B 1. In particular, the proof is valid for 
F/R periodic. Thus Ann(M/M) = 0. Now, for any z E A”(F/R), a/M ’ z 6 
fig= i y,(F/M). Thus if F/M is residually nilpotent, then 
A”( F/R) d Ann( G/M) = 0. 
This completes the proof of the theorem, since the case q, = 1 can be seen 
to be equivalent o the case qn = 1 by using the involution x H x-’ on F 
extended to ZF by linearity. 
We now investigate he possibility ofextending Theorem 4.1 to arbitrary 
F/R. Let M(q, ,..., q,, )be minimally expressed and assume that qn = 1. It is 
then still possible that i@(q ,,..., qn)may equal M(q, ,..., qn). We, therefore, 
choose 1 <n such that 
k,ffM(&, cj 2,..., G,- 1% q/, q/+ 1 >...> qn)nWq,m qn-19 4n) 
zM(q ) 1 >...>qn 2 
while I@_, = M(q ,,..., q,,) ( = M). Then &,/M is an abelian group. If 
r E Ml, s E R, then [r, s] EM,- , which is M. Hence, when I);i,/M is regar- 
ded as a right F-module via conjugation, R acts trivially on &f,/M and, 
therefore, i@,/M can be considered as an F/R-module. Let cr&r) denote the 
(ij)-entry of the matrix corresponding to Y under the Gupta-Gupta 
representation (see Sect. 2). Consider the map 
@/?I: A&42, 
We find that if r E M, and f E F, then 
a&f-‘rf) = e,tf-“‘) adr) e,(P). 
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We regard Sz, as a right F/R-module by setting 
u*fR=B,(f-Y’)uO,(f”n), f EF,UEQ,. (4.2) 
The map aln then induces an F/R-homomorphism of right F/R-modules 
Let A =Ann(&,/M) and B= {zEZ(F/R); a,,J&,).z=O}. Then A < B 
trivially. Suppose z E B and r E 2,. Then al,(r). z= 0 implies that 
rM.zE&t ,-, JM which is 0 by the choice of 1. Hence z E A and we have 
B d A. This proves that A is an annihilator ideal in Z(F/R) provided we 
can show that Sz,, under the F/R-action given in (4.2) is a free F/R-module. 
This, however, is the case as we now show 
LEMMA 4.3. Let N, be Z(F/R x . ‘. x F/R) regarded as a right FJR- 
t-n- 
module with F/R acting on the n th coordinate by right multiplication and N, 
be the same group ring regarded as a right F/R-module under the action 
(Y I )...V Y") . g = (Y l,...r Y/L 17 g-'Y,? Y/+ l~---~ Yn-1, y,g), 
yi~FfR, I<i<n, gEF/R. 
Then N, N N,. 
Proof: The elements (yl,..., y,), yj E F/R, form a H-basis of 
Z(FjR x . . . x F/R). Define a group homomorphism h: N, + N, by setting 
My 1 ,..., Y,) = (Yl ,...> Y/-l, YL’Y,? Yl+l~~~~~ YJ. 
Now 
h((y, T..., Y,) . g) = NY, ,..., Y,- 1, Y, g) 
= (Y 1 ,***, Y/-l, g-‘Y,‘Y,t Y/+1m Yn-1, Yng) 
= 0 13...9 YJ . g 
showing that h is an F/R-homomorphism. 
Define k: N, --) N, by setting 
Kv, ,..., Yn)=(Y 13**.9 Y/L 17 Yn Y/9 Y/+ IV.‘.> Yd 
Then 
Qb,,..., Y,) . g) = W I,..., Y/-l, g?Yh Yl+1>7 Yn-12 y,g) 
‘(Y 1 ?...T Y/- 13 Yn Y/T Y,, I?..., Yn-13 Y”tT) 
= W 1 ?...2 YJ . g 
481/106/l-8 
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Trivially ho k = identity and k 0 h = identity. Hence N, z Nz (as 
F/R-modules). 
COROLLARY 4.4. Under the F/R-action given by (4.2), Q, is a free 
FIR-module. 
Proof: Recall that q, = 1 while q, may be 0 or 1. Since Q,, is a free 
Z(F/R x ... x F/R)-module, it suffices tosee that N, and N,, as defined in 
Lemma 4.3, are free F/R-modules. The elements (y,, y, ,..., y,_, , 1 ), 
yi E F/R, clearly form a basis of N, as an F/R-module. The corollary thus 
follows from Lemma 4.3. 
Let s+(F/R)= {xEFJR 1 x is a torsion element of F/R 
having only finitely many distinct conjugates}. 
Since A = Ann(&,/M) is an annihilator ideal in Z( F/R), using a result of 
Smith [6, Theorem 5.51 for annihilator ideals we can conclude that 
A = (A n Z(6 + (F/R))) Z(F/R). 
LEMMA 4.5. If 6 + (F/R) = ( I ), then Ann(fi,/M) = 0. 
Proof Observe that c(~(&,/M)<Q, is nonzero (for, otherwise we get 
lQ,<&,, which is not possible since a,-, 6 A4 and n^l-, & M). Since 52, 
is a free abelian group, we conclude that A n Z = B n Z = 0. Hence, by the 
above application of Smith’s theorem, A = 0 when 6 + (F/R) = (1). 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 4.6. Ifs+(F/R) = (1) and M(q, ,..., q ,) is minimally expressed, 
then the residual nilpotence of F/M(q,,..., q,,) implies that A”(F/R) =0 
provided (q,, q,J f (0, 0). 
Proof If F/M(q, ,..., qn) is residually nilpotent and q,, = 1, then A”(F/R) 
is contained in Ann(&,/M) and Lemma 4.5 gives the result. As before, the 
case q, = 1 is equivalent o the case qn = 1. 
Since 6 + (F/R) = ( 1) when F/R is torsion free, we deduce 
COROLLARY 4.7. If F/R is torsion-free and M(q,,..., q,,) is minimally 
expressed, then the residual nilpotence of F/M(q,,..., q,,) implies that 
A”(F/R) = 0 provided (ql, qn) # (0,O). 
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